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Abstract—This paper analyses some aspects of English pronunciation of French-Speaking Cameroonians 

termed Cameroon Francophone English (CamFE) to show that this variety of New Englishes has stable 

features.  The data come from the oral reading of some selected words and sentences (see the appendix) by 50 

French-speaking Cameroonian subjects of different levels of education, radio broadcasts ( especially Morning 

Safari 
1
), TV debates, political speeches, casual conversations and seminar sessions.The focus is on the 

production of plural forms / 3
rd

 person singular markers ‘-s, -es, -ies, -oes’, the simple past tense and past 

participle morpheme ‘-ed’, consonant clusters, word stress, and the frenchified reading of some English words. 

The analysis is done from the contrastive analysis, interlanguage and language transfer perspective. Findings 

show that although the subjects have different levels of education and speak varied mother tongues, they 

produce the areas of English phonology studied in the same way. The study concludes that, although some 

features of this variety of New Englishes  are common to all Cameroonian learners/speakers of English as well 

as to many other world Englishes, there are some hallmarks proper to CamFE, and draws the pedagogical 

implications. 

 

Index Terms—CamFE, simple past tense, plural forms, word stress, consonant clusters 
 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

In multilingual settings, English pronunciation is generally an issue of great concern. The situation is more complex 

in Cameroon because research shows that throughout the country there are two English accents which differ from each 

other and from other New Englishes/ RP. The first variety is that of the English-speaking Cameroonians termed 

Cameroon English (CamE) (Simo Bobda 1986, 1994, 2010; Simo Bobda and Chumbow 1999; Kouega 1991, 1999, 

2000; Ebot 1999). The second variety is that of the French-speaking Cameroonians (Tagne Safotso 2001, 2006; Kouega 

2008). Kouega calls this variety of English Francophone English (FancoE). But  this appellation  seems inappropriate 

because it may refer to any non-native variety of English spoken by francophones anywhere in the world. The 

appellation CamFE (Cameroon Francophone English) would thus be more appropriate because closely related to the 

parent CamE . It is the variety of English spoken by the vast majority of Cameroonians. According to the 2010 census, 
16,217,119 (83.56 %) Cameroonians over a population of 19,406,100 inhabitants are francophones. Although research 

on the phonology of this second variety is still embryonic, it shows that it has quite a number of stable features different 

from those of CamE/ RP. 

This paper (1) examines five aspects of CamFE phonololgy: (1)  the  plural forms/3rd person singular markers ‟ – s, -

ies,- es,- oes‟,  (2) the simple past tense and past participle morpheme „-ed‟, (3) consonant clusters, (4) word stress (5) 

and the frenchified pronunciation of some English words. The study ends with some pedagogical implications. 

 II.  METHOD 

The data come from several sources:  the oral reading of some selected words and sentences (see the appendix) by 50 

French-speaking Cameroonian subjects of different levels of education, radio broadcasts (especially Morning 

Safari) ,TV debates, political speeches,casual conversations, and seminar sessions. The subjects who did the oral 

reading comprised 10 Terminale2 learners, 30 undergraduate students and 10 postgraduate French-speaking bilingual 

student teachers. This aimed to check if the level of education variable has an impact on the subjects‟ production.  The 
data was analysed from the Interlanguage, Contrastive Analysis and Language Transfer perspective with RP and CamE 

being the contrastive models. 

III.  THE LINGUISTIC BACKGROUND OF FRENCH-SPEAKING CAMEROONIAN LEARNERS OF ENGLISH 

In Cameroon, it is commonly assumed that each citizen has a mother tongue (or home language) besides the two 

official languages (French and English).  Although this assumption is becoming questionable in urban centres (Djimeli 

1997; Haman Bello 1997; Bitja‟a Koddy 2001; Simo Bobda 2006; Njika 2006) where some Cameroonian children 

exclusively speak French, English or Pidgin English, to a large extent, the great majority of Cameroonians have a 

mother tongue. In many rural communities (if not all) and in some urban centres many people use only their mother 
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tongue as means of communication. Some children can even speak up to two home languages besides French or English.  

This mostly happens with children from interethnic marriages (Tenjoh-Okwen, 1985, pp.18-20). Mba (2009) points out 

that the vast majority of Cameroonians are multilingual though in most cases they can only write one or two of the 

languages they speak (p.553). 

In the Francophone subsystem of education (Cameroon has two subsystems of education: the Francophone 

subsystem and the Anglophone subsystem), at the level of primary school, the medium of instruction is French. English 

is taught only as a school subject (English as a Foreign Language). This is effective now in all classes of primary school 

throughout Cameroon since the introduction of the English paper at the CEP, (Certificat d‟Etudes Primaires) and the 

French paper at the First School Leaving Certificate (Order n° 66/C/13 of 16th February, 2001). In northern Cameroon 

and in some major towns of the southern part of the country, some primary school learners first learn Arabic in mosques 

before attending formal school. These particular learners sometimes cause serious problems to teachers as they write 
from right to left. 

In the third year of secondary school, Francophone learners have to learn another language besides French and 

English. The choice is between German, Spanish and Arabic3. Students who study in the Anglophone subsystem of 

education do not do this. The only languages taught/learned in that subsystem are English and French. 

At the university level, Francophone learners register to study various subjects such as mathematics, physics, French 

language, English language, Spanish or German. Some register for bilingual studies (combined English-French degree), 

and others for trilingual studies, i.e. combined French-English-Italian, French-English-German or French-English-

Spanish degree. So far in Cameroon, this degree can be obtained only from the University of Dschang. Except students 

who study for a bilingual or a trilingual degree, all the rest of Francophone learners are compelled to study English 

within the framework of Bilingual Training. They do it during the first three years of their university studies (Biloa, 

1999, p.53; Echu, 1999, p.1; Tagne Safotso 2011). Hence, when one meets an educated Francophone Cameroonian, his 
linguistic background may be quite complex. Apart from his mother tongue, he has formally learned at least three other 

languages. Combined with his personal variables (Gardner and MacIntyre 1992, 1993), these languages may be what 

makes the peculiarity of the English pronunciation of French-Speaking Cameroonians. 

IV.  RESULTS 

A careful analysis of the sample speech  produced by learners from Terminale to post graduate level showed that 

their production was not different  from that heard on the radio/ TV , in political speeches, casual conversations, and 

seminars. As a matter of fact, The vast majority of French-speaking Cameroonians who speak on The radio/ TV, deliver 

political speeches, take part in debates or seminars in English  have at least a graduate level. The findings in the five 

areas investigated are presented below. 

A.  The Production of the Plural Forms/ 3rd Person Singular Markers 

French- speaking Cameroon users/ learners generally silence the markers of the plural/ 3rd person singular „-s, -es, -

ies,  -oes ,-os‟, or occasionally articulate them /s/ as illustrated in table 1 below. 
 

TABLE 1 

THE PLURAL FORMS/ 3
RD

 PERSON SINGULAR MARKERSIN CAMFE, CAME AND RP 

Word  RP form CamFE form CamE form 
rings  [rŋz]  [rin/rins] [ris] 

shops  [ps]  [p]   [ps] 

shorts [∫:ts] [∫t] [ts] 

runs   [rnz] [rn] [rns] 

writes     [rats] [rait] [raits] 

calabashes [kælbæ∫z] [kalaba∫]   [kalabais] 
crashes [kræ∫z] [kra∫] [krais] 
instances [nstnsz] [insts] [instansis] 

buses  [bsz] [bys/bysis] [bsis]   

bellies  [bεlz] [beli/belis]    [belis/blis] 

societies  [ssatz] [sosaiti] [sosaitis] 

mangoes [mæŋg z] [mango] [magos] 

negroes  [ni:grz] [negro/negros]   [negros] 

potatoes [ptet z] [poteto] [potets] 

photos [ftz] [foto]   [fotos]   

 

It can be remarked that the silencing of the markers of the plural/ 3rd person singular is very characteristic of the 

English pronunciation of French-speaking Cameroonians (Tagne Safotso, 2001, pp. 22-35). When the subjects 

occasionally articulate them ,they pronounce them /s/ or /is/ irrespective of the vowel or the voiced nature of the 

consonants that precede the marker (this happens mostly with the postgraduate bilingual student teachers). The same 

observation can be made with CamE speakers. With CamFE speakers this problem may be due to French, because  the 

plural markers are silent in that language, and because the singular noun is differentiated from the plural one by the 
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article, e.g. la table [la tabl] (singular); les tables [l tabl] (bench; benches). French may also account for the difficulty 

in the 3rd person singular because in that language the 3rd person singular is not marked in the verbs of the 1st group. 

Even when it is marked in the verbs of the 2nd and 3rd groups, it remains silent, e.g. il bénit, il mord  [il beni, il mr] (he 

blesses/bites).  

B.  The Production of the Simple Past Tense and Past Participle Morpheme‘-ed’  

In CamFE, the „-ed‟ affix of the simple past tense and past participle of regular verbs is articulated in two ways. It is 

either silenced or pronounced  /εt/ as shown below. 
 

TABLE 2 

THE SIMPE PAST/ PAST PARTICIPLE AFFIX „-ED‟ IN CAMFE, CAME AND RP 

Word RP form CamFE form CamE form 

separated [sεpretd] [separet/separetεt] [separett] 

walked [wkt] [wlk] [wkt] 

planted [plα:ntd] [plan/plantεt] [plantt] 

ended [εndd] [εnd/εndεt] [ndt] 

concluded [knklu:dd] [knklud] [knkludt] 

allowed  [la d] [alowε] [alaut] 

traced [trest] [tras] [trest] 

asked [α:skt] [as/askεt] [ast] 

finished  [fn∫t] [fini∫] [finit] 
returned  [rtnd] [ritn] [ritn] 

damaged [dæmd] [dame/dame] [damet] 

 

The examples above show that French-speaking Cameroonians consistently silence the „‟-ed‟‟ affix of the simple past 

tense/past participle of regular verbs. When they attempt to pronounce it they articulated it /εt/.This generally occurs 

with verbs that end in –ted/-ded as in CamE. The insertion of the epenthetic // and the devoicing of the final /d/ 

operates as in that variety of English (Simo Bobda, 1994, p.220). If the devoicing of the final /d/ can be attributed to the 

parent CamE, as it is the variety of English spoken by the vast majority of Cameroonian English teachers, the reason for 
the silencing of the affix is still to be elucidated. The production of consonant clusters is examined in the next section. 

C.  The Production of Consonant Clusters 

The subjects generally reduce consonant cluster of two consonants (cc) to one and those of three consonants (ccc) to 

two or even one as illustrated in table 3 below. 
 

TABLE 3 

 CONSONANT CLUSTERS IN CAMFE, CAME AND RP 

RP Substitute cluster Word RP form CamFE form CamE form 

fj → f furious [fjrs] [fyris] [furis] 

ld → l told [tld] [tol] [tol] 

nt → n went [wεnt] [wεn] [wnt] 

lz → l girls [g:lz] [gεl] [gls] 

ŋk → n think [θŋk] [tsin] [tik] 

ŋkl → nl frankly [fræŋkl] [franli] [franli] 

nts → n parents [pεrnts] [parεn] [pernts] 

stј → st students [stјu:dnts] [stydεn] [studnts] 

nld → nl landlord [lændl:d] [lanl] [lanld] 

mpld → mpl trampled [træmpld] [trampl] [tramplt] 

 

It can be observed that the subjects   generally drop the last consonant of the clusters. This feature is characteristic of 

most non-native Englishes (Wong, 1981, p.272; Todd and Hancock, 1986, p. 96; Gbenga Fakuade, 1989, p. 20; Gut 

2007).The difficulty may be due to the fact that, although many Cameroonian local languages and French contain 
consonant clusters of up to three consonants (ccc), the English clusters are generally unfamiliar to the subjects or are 

found at unfamiliar positions, e.g pemnboowo (barber in Fulfulde), [ntsa] (chief‟s residence in Ghomala), [ndzaag] 

(firewood in Ewondo4), distrait [distr] (absent-minded in French) . Taylor (1995) remarks that because most languages 

probably have a somewhat simpler syllable structure than English, when speakers of such languages come to learn 

English they „‟face a bewildering array of unfamiliar clusters as well as familiar sounds in unfamiliar positions‟‟ (p.6).  

D.  Word Stress 

The subjects stress disyllabic and polysyllabic words in an inordinate way. Unlike their Anglophone counterparts 

whose word stress generally moves forward and falls on the penultimate syllable in polysyllabic words (Simo Bobda , 

1986, pp.186-187), French-speaking Cameroonian users/learners of English have the tendency to stress many syllables 

of the word as exemplified below. 
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TABLE 4 

WORD STRESS IN CAMFE, CAME AND RP 

RP form CamFE form CamE form 

de v́elop d́évélop   develop 

ṕlantain ṕlan t́ain    plan tain 

es śentially és śen t́ia ĺly essentially 

Ẃednesday Ẃed ńes d́ay    Wednse day 

ćountryside ćoun t́ry śide countryside 

t́otally  ´to’ta´lly to tally 

dis t́urbed d́is t́urbed   dis turbed 

ḿajesty  ḿajes t́y majesty 

ćhallenge   challenge cha ĺlenge 

h́ospital hospital  hos ṕital 

com ṕensatory com pensatory compen śatory 

argu ḿentative argumen tative   argumen t́ative 

 

The table above shows that French-speaking Cameroonians pronounce English disyllabic and polysyllabic words in a 

jerky way. This can largely be due to the subjects‟ mother tongues which are syllable-timed and tone languages. In 

African tone languages, all vowels have a tone. Some consonants also have it at word onset to indicate their syllabic 

nature. French may also be one of the causes of the difficulty because of its syllable-timed nature. Although French 

stress has the tendency to fall on the last syllable, it is not really significant (Léon and Léon, 1987, p. 66). Yet, in some 

cases the subjects correctly stress some disyllabic nouns, e.g.’pillow, ’dancing, singing, and verbs, e.g. co’llect, be’have. 

This may have been facilitated by backward stress (BWS) and forward stress (FWS) constraints (see Simo Bobda, 2010, 

pp. 64-72). Like consonant clusters, English word stress is generally an area of great difficulty to many non-native 

speakers. Benrabah (1997) reports very interesting examples from Bansal (1969), Tiffen (1974) and Benrabah (1987) to 

show how misplacement of stress hinders language comprehension in non-native Englishes (p. 161). Another 

peculiarity which is quite particular to French-speaking Cameroonian users/learners of English is the frenchifield 

pronunciation of some English words. That feature constitutes the focus of the last section of this study. 

E.  The Frenchified Pronunciation of Some English Words 

Francophone Cameroonian learners of English articulate certain English words as if they were French ones. The rule 

that they apply is the French reading rule, where except in very rare cases, the letters of the alphabet are pronounced in 

the same way in all environments. The subjects generally apply this rule when the words concerned are common to 

English and French, or when the English word is close to the French one. The „frenchified pronunciation‟ (Remsbury, 

1988, pp. 120) in question is different from spelling pronunciation in that, spelling pronunciation includes the 

articulation of letters which are silent in most mother tongue English. The subjects also replace certain RP vowels by 
typical French ones. Following are some illustrations of those features. 

 

TABLE 5 

 FRENCHIFIED PRONUNCIATION IN CAMFE 

Word RP form CamFE CamE 

quite [kwat]  [kit]     [kwat] 

quality  [kwlt] [kaliti]   [kwaliti] 

piece [pi:s] [piεs]   [pis] 

rich [rt∫] [ri∫]   [rit] 
maritime [mærtam] [maritim]   [maritaim/maritam] 

surely [∫l/∫:l] [syrli] [uli] 

mayor [mε] [maj]   [mej] 

efforts [εfts] [ef] [efts] 

mentality [mεntl t] [mtaliti] [mntaliti] 

Henry [hεnr] [ri]   [hnri] 

fruit [fru :t] [fryi] [frut] 

desires [dzaz] [dezir] [dizajas] 

hostile [hstal] [ostil] [hostail/ hstail] 

island [alnd]  [islan]   [ailan] 

place [ples] [plas] [ples] 

parents [pεrnt] [parεn] [pernts] 

pressure  [prε∫] [prezyr] [pre] 

during  [dјrıŋ] [dyrin] [durin] 

library [labrrı] [librari]   [labrari] 

pure [pj] [pyr]   [pj] 

chair [t∫ε] [∫ε]  [tε] 
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As already pointed out, the difficulty here may largely be attributed to French, as it is the way most of the concerned 

words are articulated in it. The list can be extended endlessly, because „frenchified pronunciation‟ is one of the major 

characteristics of CamFE phonology. But French interference alone cannot justify all the problems as words such as 

island or pressure have nothing to do with French.  

V.  DISCUSSION AND PEDAGOGICAL IMPLICATIONS 

The findings above show that CamFE is a quasi autonomous variety of New Englishes which distinguish itself from 

CamE and RP. Kouega (2008) discussed some of its consonants and vowels and Tagne Safotso (forthcoming) drew up 

their exhaustive list. With the multiplicity of English varieties across the world, the crucial question remains that of 

which variety to teach/ learn. In Cameroonian schools, RP and Standard British English are the norms, and the teaching 

materials are designed to promote this model. Paradoxically, very rare Cameroonian English teachers have ever gone to 

Britain or have ever come into contact with a native speaker. Ngefac (2011) calls this paradox the „fallacy of promoting 
Standard British English accent in Cameroon‟, because this accent is a far-fetched phenomenon in Cameroon. In such 

contexts, Bamgbose (1998), Jenkins (2000, 2002) propose the teaching of EIL (English as an International Language), 

which would comprise the features of native and non-native Englishes. In Cameroon, applying this model with the 

complexity of the setting (with two local varieties) will still be a problem. The question will be “which local variety to 

blend with RP? CamE or CamFE, or both varieties? Maybe the solution would be ,in each subsystem of education of 

the country, to teach RP and its corresponding local variety, i.e. teaching RP and CamFE to French-speaking 

Cameroonians and RP and CamE to their fellow-citizens. The major difficulty will of course be that of the local 

varieties teaching materials. 

VI.  CONCLUSION 

This study looked at some aspects of Cameroon Francophone English (CamFE) Phonology, with focus on the plural 

forms/ 3rd person singular markers „-s, -es, -os, -oes‟, the simple past tense/past participle morpheme „-ed‟, consonant  
clusters, word stress and the frenchified articulation of some English words. Results of the features studied (and in early 

studies) clearly showed that CamFE is different from CamE and RP, and constitutes a quasi autonomous variety of New 

Englishes. These findings also indicate that despite the promotion of RP in Cameroonian schools, the gap between this 

target and the local varieties widens everyday. The question that persists is thus that of the model(s) to teach/ learn in 

Cameroonian schools. 

1. Morning Safari is a Cameroon Radio Television debate program which takes place from 5 to 6:30 a.m. from 

Monday to Friday. 

2. Terminale is the equivalent of Upper Sixth.  

3. Arabic is mostly taught in the northern regions of Cameroon where there are available teachers. 

4. Fufulde, Ghomala  and Ewondo are Cameroonian home languages. 

APPENDIX 

 

1. Test words and sentences for the plural forms/ 3rd person singular markers 

He rings a bell. Ten calabashes Primitive societies 

Two shops It always crashes here. Three mangoes 

Bring your shorts Many instances Twenty negroes 

She runs fast. Those buses run fast. Cook ten potatoes. 

Jane writes on the board. They have fat bellies. Look at those photos. 

 

2. Test words for the simple past/past participle morpheme ‘-ed’ 

Separated Planted Concluded Traced Finished Damaged 

Walked Ended Allowed Asked Returned  

 

3. Test words for consonant clusters 

Furious Went Think    Parents   Landlord 

Told Girls Frankly Students Trampled 

 

4. Test words for word stress 

Develop Essentially Countryside Disturbed   Challenge Compensatory 

 Wednesday    Totally   Majesty   Hospital   Argu mentative 

 

5. Test words for frenchified pronunciation 

Quite Maritime Mentality Hostile Parents    Library    Rich 

Quality Surely Henry Island Pressure Pure Efforts 

Piece Mayor Fruit Place During Chair Desires 
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